Julia Child’s Kitchen at the Smithsonian Storyline (Key)

Read each story from the Julia Child’s Sample Stories on the website and complete each section in order.

1. Julia and World War II
2. Falling in love with food/Finding a career
3. Paul Child, the Man Who Is Always There
4. The French Chef
5. A Nice Bottle of Chateau Gravée Mastere
6. Filming in the kitchen
7. Fans, Fans, Everywhere!
8. Cooking Lessons
9. When you follow my recipes, you know how to do it
10. Making French Bread at Home
11. Designing Her 9th Kitchen
12. Signs of Julia
13. Everything Has A History
14. I’m a Gadget Freak
15. Love That Waring Blender
16. Julia’s Kitchen Junk Drawer
17. Isn’t This a Great Knife?
18. Fish Stories
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